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Greetings!
Just a few days after this issue of the Anvil is pub-

lished, about ten Hephaestus members will make the
long drive to southern Mississippi to go to the annual
Region 2 Summit.  It’s a fun weekend every year,
and I’m really looking forward to the first one in five
years where I wasn’t going to be hugely busy all
weekend as RC and/or summit staff.  I plan to spend
the weekend lounging in the Store – Auction room,
and running one panel, for the International
Conference.

In the last issue of the Anvil, I provided a list of
‘recruiting activities’ for the chapter for the whole
year.  I think that if we have a structure of events to
look forward to, we’ll have a better end result – some
new members.  Whoever recruits the most new
members this year will receive a Starfleet member-
ship.  Second and third place recruiters may receive
prizes also, of lesser value, if they recruit enough
people.  I’ll have Hephaestus flyers at every meeting,
and other flyers, for people to put at places to recruit
with.

I have sent in the nominations for the Region Two
awards from the Hephaestus, and I think we have
some highly qualified nominees.  If you don’t make it
to the Summit in March, you’ll hear about the results
either online or in the April issue of the Anvil.

The social event ‘schedule’ through at least June
will be to discuss at the business meeting what we
want to do, where and when we’re going to do it, and
follow through.  This may be meeting at my house for
games on the third Friday, or it may mean something
totally different – date, time and place all different.  If
you don’t make it to the business meeting, please

contact me to find out what the social event is each
month.

As you probably all know by now, in addition to my
duties as your chapter commanding officer, I’m the
chairman of the Starfleet International Conference
2004, which will be held at the Birmingham Marriott
on July 29 through August 1, next year.  We’ve
planned a full weekend of activities for all ages,
including a trip to Vulcan and the McWane center,
two Star Trek guests, and fun and educational events
all weekend.  We’re also looking for a person to be a
staff head, of our Transportation department.  This
person would be responsible for organizing trans-
portation of our guests who will be flying in or driving
in on bus lines, getting them to the hotel and back to
their terminal.  If you’re interested, please contact
me.

You’ve no doubt noticed that the club treasury is
very healthy, due to a bunch of renewals and a very
successful garage sale.  Because of this, I’m going to
waive the ‘donation jar’ at our social meetings for the
near future – so no need to worry about chipping in
for the food or drinks, as long as the treasury is look-
ing anywhere near this good.  We’ll also continue to
have small prizes for our games, at either the busi-
ness or social meeting each month.

See you soon!
Pete
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The February Business Meeting was held at the
Barnes & Noble in Hoover. Attendance was aver-
age. The normal flow of items needing to be dis-
cussed to place. The R2 Summit is coming up in
March, March 12-14, in Gulfport, MS. The
International Conference is July 29-Aug. 2. Many of
us are going to really busy the next few weeks and
months.  There were no guests so Starfleet 101 did

not have to take place. After the Departmental
reports were given, games and socializing broke out.
And always a good time was had by all.

Greetings all!

You may find me to be a little busy over the next
month or so. As I am also Regional Coordinator for
Region 02, and the Region 02 Summit is fast
approaching, I have very little free time these days.
So, be patient with me for a bit!

Speaking of the Region 02 Summit, it’s being held
in Gulfport, MS this year, and has just been awarded
to Tampa, FL for 2005! Both of these locations are
wonderful spots to spend time, so I encourage you all
to try and make these Summits!

If you haven’t heard, I have announced that I’ll be
stepping down as Region 02 Coordinator at the end
of my term. The job takes a lot more time than you
can imagine, and with Matthew at the age he is now,
I need more evenings free to spend with him. I have
no idea who might be interested in running for the
position, so stay posted!

Neil Yawn has been distributing ballots for potential
charitable interests for the USS Hephaestus to focus

our energies on. Take a look at the ballots and be
sure to vote. With something like this, you want to
make your opinion known.

Recently, the chapter’s SFMC unit has undergone a
change of command. Neil Yawn is now the battalion
leader of the Hephaestus SFMC. Contact him if you
are interested in getting involved SFMC. 

Lastly, I’d like to take a moment and thank everyone
who called, wrote or e-mailed me over the last few
months regarding either my health, or my mother’s
health. It’s been an extremely trying three months
with all the sickness, and knowing that friends are
always available if needed is a big help. I’m fine, and
my mother’s been released from the hospital, so
hopefully life will start returning to normal soon.

See ya’ll next month!

Danny
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Greetings,

Just wanted to take encourage everyone to get those submissions to me as soon as possible.   Your sub-
missions make this newsletter what it is.  So get busy and get writing.

The deadline for the next Anvil will be Tuesday March 23rd.  So you should have plenty of time even with
the Summit being next month.

Speaking of the Summit, please feel free to send me your reactions to the Summit, or any Photos you might
take.  I am sure our members would love to hear your thoughts on the weekend.  

As Always seed all submission to me at TheAnvil@charter.net.

Dennis

All times, dates and locations are subject to
change. Please contact Pete Mohney or any
other command officer before attending meetings
if you haven’t been in touch recently.

March 12-14 Region 2 Summit, Gulfport, Mississippi
March 19 (approx) social gathering
April 5 business meeting
April 16 (approx) social gathering
May 1 business meeting, Barnes and Noble, Riverchase
May 21 (approximately) social gathering
June 7 business meeting
June 18 (approx) social gathering
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Previous Balance: 244.23
Income:

Renewals +10.00
Expenses:

postage: -7.80
SFI membership: -15.00

New Balance: 231.43

March 02 Gates McFadden
March 03 James Doohan
March 20 John de Lancie
March 22 William Shatner
March 25 Kristi Fell
March 26 Leonard Nimoy
March 29 Marina Sirtis
March 17 Nick Mohney

I have been working on a plan for recruiting for the
chapter for 2004. As has been done in the past, the
people who recruit new members this year will
receive a prize or membership time, with the person
who recruits the most new members getting their
Starfleet membership paid for the next time they
need to renew. Everyone who recruits a new mem-
ber will get two months of Hephaestus membership
time per new member. I’ll be bringing Hephaestus
flyers to every business meeting for the rest of the
year, for crew to drop off around town at likely places
for people to find who might be interested in Starfleet.

The following is a month by month plan for recruit-
ing for this year.

Please let me know if you have any suggestions -
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Command  Staff

Pete  Mohney,  Rear Admiral, Commanding Officer

Danny  Potts,  Commodore – First Officer

Neil  Yawn,Colonel - Second Officer

Executive  Committee

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain

Denby  Potts, Commodore

Dennis  Evans, Captain

Sciences

Roy  Green, Lt Col - Archaeology and Anthropology

Neil  Yawn, Col - Meteorology Specialist, SFMD

Computer  Sciences

Mark  Lindsay, Cmdr, Chief

Navigation

Vacant

Engineering

Vacant

Cadet  Training

Nicholas  Mohney, Petty Officer Third Class

Michelle  Lindsay, Junior Cadet Specialist

Matthew  Potts

Katrina  Mohney

Haley  Youngblood

Unassigned  Crew  and  Civilians

Dean  Meadows

Loma  Brown

Wayne  Crowe

Operations

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain, Chief of Operations and Counselor

Denby  Potts,Commodore, Ships Stores Officer and Secretary

Pete  Mohney, Rear Admiral, Technical Information Officer

Sheila  Benton, Lt Cmdr, Stampede Coordinator, SFMD

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain, Overseas Coupon Coordinator

Lynnette  Yawn, Ens, Ship's Galley Officer

Marines

Neil  Yawn, Col, SFMD

Roy  Green, Lt Col

Communications

Dennis  Evans, Captain, Chief

Mark  Lindsay, Cmdr

Pat  Simmons, Lt Cmdr

Security

Roy  Green, Lt Col, Security Intelligence, Chief

Medical

Sheila  Benton, Lt Cmdr, Chief Medical Officer, SFMD

Pamela  Lindsay, Lt Cmdr, Acting Chief Medical Officer, Detatched

Neil  Yawn, Col,  SFMD

VTT!IFQIBFTUVT
DPNNBOE!TUSVDUVSF
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and let’s get recruiting!

a. January - explain the terms of the competition to
the crew.

b. February - Publicize the Region Two summit in
local newspapers and radio. Offer to write an article
and provide photos to the newspapers. Bring flyers
to chapter meeting for everyone to distribute at their
favorite hobby shops, book stores, and so on.

c. March - Attend the summit. Take careful notes
and lots of pictures. Bring flyers to chapter meeting
for everyone to distribute at their favorite hobby
shops, book stores, and so on.

d. April - Make a donation to the Birmingham Zoo,
to sponsor an animal. This will get us some PR and
good relations with the zoo, which sets us up for
May. Bring flyers to chapter meeting for everyone to
distribute at their favorite hobby shops, book stores,
and so on. 

e. May - Have a recruiting event at the zoo, in one
of the large, popular animal exhibits. Put emphasis
on civic and social events. Bring flyers to chapter
meeting for everyone to distribute at their favorite
hobby shops, book stores, and so on.

f. June - Have summer cookout at Commanding
Officer’s house. Invite friends, unassigned R2 mem-
bers, members of other chapters, and members of
other area Sci Fi clubs. Bring flyers to chapter
meeting for everyone to distribute at their favorite
hobby shops, bookstores, and so on.

g. July - Gather a list of Star Trek related web
pages that are willing to trade links. Send them a
link to our chapter page.  Search the AOL member
database for people in Alabama with an interest in
Star Trek. Send a mass mailing to them with infor-
mation on the club, and follow up any responses.
Bring flyers to chapter meeting for everyone to dis-
tribute at their favorite hobby shops, book stores, and
so on. Send press releases to local newspaper, tel-
evision and radio stations early in the month, to
inform them of the Starfleet IC on July 30 to August
1.

h. August - Host Starfleet International Conference.
Advertising and press releases should get lots of
attention. Late in the month, go to Children’s
Hospital; take toys and comfort items to the kids,

dress in uniforms. Send a press release to the
newspaper. Bring flyers to chapter meeting for
everyone to distribute at their favorite hobby shops,
book stores, and so on

i. September - Attend Dragon Con in Atlanta, with
as many crewmembers as can go. Distribute flyers
liberally. Pay to have an ad in the Trek Track book-
let. Carry business cards and flyers to hand out to
anyone at Trek events, or wearing Trek costumes.
Co-host the Ten Forward party. Bring flyers to chap-
ter meeting for everyone to distribute at their favorite
hobby shops, bookstores, and so on.

j. October - Have Halloween party at Commanding
Officer’s house. Invite friends, unassigned R2 mem-
bers, members of other chapters, and members of
other area Sci Fi clubs. Bring flyers to chapter
meeting for everyone to distribute at their favorite
hobby shops, bookstores, and so on.

k. November - Do a toy collection event for disad-
vantaged children. Give out flyers in front of a store
to everyone who enters, with information about the
event and the club. Any new members recruited are
credited to whomever they say most contributed to
bringing them into the club. Issue a press release
about the event two weeks prior.

Bring flyers to chapter meeting for everyone to dis-
tribute at their favorite hobby shops, book stores, and
so on

l. December - Pick a movie (preferably science fic-
tion) premiere evening, get with a movie theater
about having a recruiting table in their lobby. Hand
out flyers to all who show interest. Have people fill
out drawing slips with address and email for a prize;
use this data to contact recruits once or twice to try to
get them to a meeting. Bring flyers to chapter meet-
ing for everyone to distribute at their favorite hobby
shops, book stores, and so on. Have Christmas
party at Commanding Officer’s house. Invite friends,
unassigned R2 members, members of other chap-
ters, and members of other area Sci Fi clubs.
Bring flyers to chapter meeting for everyone to dis-
tribute at their favorite hobby shops, book stores, and
so on. At the end of the month, tally the results and
present the awards.



There is a date on the mailing label on your Anvil, which
shows your Hephaestus expiration date, when you will cease
receiving your newsletter. I will include a renewal reminder
note in your last Anvil, encouraging you to renew. You can, of
course, renew whenever you like! It will always extend your
membership by a year.

The following is a list of those whose Starfleet International
membership expiration dates are known (I have your Starfleet card with your expiration date on it). 
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Members who have, or are about to, expire:

Member SCC # Since Expires
LTCMDR Benton, Sheila Marie 45356 06/13/95   02/21/04   
CDT Youngblood , Haley    60473   03/09/03   03/08/04   

The rest of the crew:

CO RADM Mohney, Pete    13766   04/10/91   10/12/04   
XO COMM Potts, Danny    30776   02/12/94   02/20/05   
ENS Crowe, Wayne G.   56707   09/09/02   09/08/04   
CAPT Evans, Dennis    22778   03/12/92   09/25/04   
CMDR Green Jr, Roy Curtis   19940   03/21/91   10/28/04   
Kelly , Timothy L.    60663   05/21/03   05/20/04   
CMDR Lindsay, Mark    25760   11/03/92   07/24/04   
CDT Lindsay, Michelle L 31843   05/31/94   07/24/04   
LTCMDR Lindsay, Pamela    16555   12/28/90   07/24/04   
CDT Mohney, Katrina Leigh   54772   12/31/00   10/12/04   
PO2 Mohney, Nicholas    28322   07/18/93   10/12/04   
CAPT Mohney, Sue Ellen   13218   04/10/91   10/12/04   
COMM Potts, Denby    50136   02/25/97   02/20/05   
CDT Potts, Matthew    51599   01/16/98   02/20/05   
LTCMDR Simmons, Patricia    47194   03/08/96   07/28/04   
CMDR Wallace, Penny    50414   05/21/97   08/10/04   
CAPT Yawn, Rodney Neil   31135   03/14/94   08/18/04   
ENS Youngblood-Yawn, Lynette    55540   09/17/01   08/18/04



Andromeda 
Antlia 
Apus 
Aquarius 
Aquila 
Ara 
Aries 
Auriga 
Boötes 
Caelum 
Camelopardalis 
Cancer 
Canes Venatici 
Canis Major 
Canis Minor 
Capricornus 
Carina 
Cassiopeia 
Centaurus 
Cepheus 
Cetus 
Chamaeleon 
Circinus 
Columba 
Coma Berenices 
Corona Austrina 
Corona Borealis 
Corvus 
Crater 
Crux 
Cygnus 
Delphinus 
Dorado 
Draco 
Equuleus 
Eridanus 
Fornax 
Gemini 
Grus 
Hercules 
Horologium 

Hydra 
Hydrus 
Indus 
Lacerta 
Leo 
Leo Minor 
Lepus 
Libra 
Lupus 
Lynx 
Lyra 
Mensa 
Microscopium 
Monoceros 
Musca 
Norma 
Octans 
Ophiuchus 
Orion 
Pavo 
Pegasus 
Perseus 
Phoenix 
Pictor 
Pisces 
Piscis Austrinus 
Puppis 
Pyxis 
Reticulum 
Sagitta 
Sagittarius 
Scorpius 
Sculptor 
Scutum 
Serpens 
Sextans 
Taurus 
Telescopium 
Triangulum 
Triangulum Australe 
Tucana 
Ursa Major 
Ursa Minor  
Vela 
Virgo 
Volans 
Vulpecula 
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Star  Trek  
Trivia

Original Series

1 In The Episode Mudd's Women, Harry Mudd is trans-
porting 3 women.  What are there Names?

2 In the episode Wolf In The Fold, the entity which com-
mits the murders is traced to other murders under 4 differ-
ent names.  Name 3 of those 4 names?

3 Who led the Troglyte agitators on Ardana?

The Next Generation

4 In The Big Goodbye, who was shot when the Holodeck
malfunctioned?

5 What was the name of the lifeform contacted by Data in
the episode Pen Pals?

6 In the episode The Defector, the Enterprise rescues the
Romulan Defector named Admiral Jarok. He originally
game Captain Picard a diffent name.  What was it?

7 What was the name of Duras's newly discovered son in
the episode Redemption?

8 In the episode The First Duty Wesley and 4 others were
involved in an accident.  While Wes and 3 others survived
the 5 member of that team died.  What was his name?

9 In the episdoe Relics the Enterprise, while studying a
Dyson Sphere, discover the remains of a wrecked Stafleet
ship.  What was the name of that ship?

10 What was Worf's human Brothers name? 1st name
only.

Deep Space 9

11 In Duet Kira believes she has captured a Cardassian
war criminal.  Who is it she thinks she has captured?

12 In Rivals, a man named Martus opens a compeating
bar on the Station.  What race is Martus?

13 In the episode Defiant, the Defiant is stolen.  Who

steals that ship?

14 In Way Of The Warrior Worf starts a fight with a Klingon
named Drex.  Who is Drex's father?  

15 In Trials and Tribble-ations what two DS9 crewmem-
bers end up in Kirks lineup after a fight with the Klingons.

16 Where has Morn hid all the latinum he helped steal?

17 Who looses his leg at AR-558?

Voyager

18 When the Voyager make contact with the Alpah
Quadrant by means of a microscopic wormhole, who do
they communicate with.

19 Which two Voyage crewmembers are combined in a
Transporter accident to create Tuvix?

20 In the episode Flashback Tuvok has a flashback to a
ship he had served on some time before.  What was the
name of that ship and Who was its captain.

21 What was The Raven?

22 Who were the only Voyager Crewmembers to survive
Voyagers crash on an ice planet?

23 In the episode Alice, who is Alice?

24 What is the name of the probe Voyager is ordered to
find by Starfleet?

Enterprise

25 What is the name of the Vulcan monastery being used
by the Vulcans to spy on the Andorians?

26 Who sends the Enterprise coordinates of a repair sta-
tion when the Enterprise sends out a distress signal?

27 How many distinct species of Xindi are there?

answers on page 10
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1 Eve, Ruth, Magda
2 Redjac, Kesla, Jack The Ripper, Beratis.
3 Vanna
4 Whalen
5 Sarjenka
6 Setal
7 Toral
8 Joshua Albert
9 USS Jenolen
10 Nikolai

11 Marritza
12 El-Aurian 
13 Thomas Riker
14 Martok
15 Bashier and O'brien
16 His Second Stomach.
17 Nog
18 Telek
19 Tuvok and Neelix
20  The Excelsior, Captain Hikaru Sulu.

21 The Hansen's ship. (Sevens Parents)
22 Chakotay and Kim
23 An Alien Ship
24 Friendship 1
25 P'Jem
26 A Telerite Freighter.
27 5 (Xindi-Primate, Xindi-Reptillian, Xindi-
Arboreal, Xindi-Aquatic and Xindi-Insectoid)

trivia answers
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SSTTAARR  TTRREEKK  EENNTTEERRPPRRIISSEE

Ep  # Air  Date Title

70 3/3/04 Azati  Prime

71 4/21/04 Damage

72 4/28/04 The  Forgotten

73 5/5/04 E2

74 5/12/04 The  Council

Azati Prime 

The Xindi weapon is located but Daniels shows up to throw another wrench into the Xindi plot: a different alien race
from the future is responsible for starting the hostilities.  

Writer(s): Rick Berman 

Brannon Braga 

Manny Coto 

Manny Coto 

Director: Allan Kroeker  

Guest Actors: Christopher Goodman  as Degra’s Assistant

Scott MacDonald  as Reptilian Commander

Randy Oglesby  as Degra

Tucker Smallwood  as Xindi-Primate

Matt Winston  as Daniels

Rick Worthy  as Xindi-Arboreal

Notes: UPN synopsis: “Enterprise finally arrives at the site of the Xindi weapon that is meant to destroy Earth, but
Archer’s mission is thrown into doubt when Crewman Daniels makes a visit. He takes Archer 400 years into the future to
show him a conspiracy involving another species planning an invasion of the universe and explains that these creatures
are responsible for pitting the humans against the Xindi in the first place.”  

Damage

After narrowly escaping a battle with the Xindi, the Enterprise teams up with a nearby Illyrian ship to mend its wounds.
Meanwhile, Archer is captured by Xindi-Acquatics.  

Writer(s): Phyllis Strong 

Director: James L. Conway 

Guest Actors: Casey Biggs  as Illyrian Captain

Josette DiCarlo  as Sphere-Builder

Scott MacDonald  as Reptilian Commander

Randy Oglesby  as Degra

Rick Worthy  as Xindi-Humanoid 
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The Forgotten 

Archer tries to prove that the Xindi are being manipulated into their war with humanity. Trip and Reed deal with a hull
plasma fire and Trip has to write letters to fallen comrades.  

Writer(s): Chris Black 

David A. Goodman 

Director: LeVar Burton 

Guest Actors: Kipleigh Brown  as Crewman Taylor

Seth MacFarlane  as Degra

Bob Morrisey  as Engineer

Randy Oglesby  as Reptilian Captain

Rick Worthy  as Arboreal Council Member 

E²

While investigating a spatial anomaly to try and find a shortcut across the Expanse, the Enterprise encounters another
Starfleet vessel.  

Writer(s): Mike Sussman 

Director: Roxann Dawson 

Guest Actors: David Andrews  as Lorian

Tess Lina  as Karyn Archer

Randy Oglesby  as Degra

Tom Schanley  as Greer

Tucker Smallwood  as Xindi-Primate

Steve Truitt  as Crewman #1

Rick Worthy  as Xindi-Arboreal 

The Council  

Sphere Builders and Reptilians are prominent.  

Director: David Livingston
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Majel Barrett Roddenberry Says TREK
Needs a Rest

STARTREK.COM just posted
the transcript of their recent
Q&A session with TREK actress
Majel Barrett Roddenberry. The
widow of the late TREK creator
Gene Roddenberry answered
question submitted by fans, in
the company of her son,
Eugene W. Roddenberry Jr..
Here are some excerpts : 

Q : What do you think of
ENTERPRISE ?

MB : I don’t watch it. Not for
any particular reason. Even if Gene had written it, I
wouldn’t be watching it ! It’s just, I don’t stay home to
watch television shows. I had gotten the scripts - you
don’t need much more than that to tell what it is - and it
read fine. Go ahead and put it on the air ! I thought it was
excellent. Over the years, TREK has just gotten better,
frankly. 

Q : Is there too much STAR TREK on the air, do
you feel, or can there never be enough STAR TREK? 

MB : Oh, I think we’ve been there and I think pulling
back right now a little bit would just give everybody, and
the head, a rest. It would be nice to put on the television
set every day for a week and not hear the words STAR

TREK, because I’ve grown up with it - I mean, how long
has it been ? Thirty years ? 1965-66...Oh my God, it’s
almost 40 years ! (Laughs) 

Q : What do you think of STAR TREK NEMESIS ?

MB : I liked it ! I think they’re all good. I can’t think of
one that I really thought was badly done. Well, I can think
of some back episodes that were badly done, but I was
probably more particular back then than I am now. Now
it’s just kind of pleasurable to see it, and be kind of
removed from it. 

Q : How do you think Mr. Roddenberry would feel
about the STAR TREK franchise if he were alive
today ?

MB : He wouldn’t have had anything to do with it. He
was getting tired of it back then. But he would’ve guided it
into a different channel, I know that. Or he might just
have - I’ve seen this part of him too - turned his back on
it and walked away from it and just said, “Go ahead, have
fun,” as he was wont to do with some things. 

Q : It looks like the Original Series is going to be
re-released season-by-season on DVD. Do you
know if you will be part of any of the special fea-
tures ?

EWR : I do. I just spoke to them today, and she did an
interview awhile back, and they’re going to use bits of
that. So I know she’s going to be in it. As far as anew
interview, I don’t know.

Other Prjects: Listing of projects that Trek
Stars have going or planned

Star Trek

William Shatner ....  Capt. James Tiberius Kirk

Actor

Untitled Miss Congeniality Sequel (2005) .... Stan Fields 

Dodgeball: A True Underdog Story (2004) .... Chancellor

Lil’ Pimp (2004) (voice) .... Tony Gold 

George Takei ....  Lt. Hikaru Sulu

Actor

Cyber Meltdown (2004) (in production)

Nichelle Nichols ....  Lt. Nyota Uhura 

Actor

O2 (2004) (announced) 

Are We There Yet? (2004) (filming) 

The Next Generation

Patrick Stewart ....  Captain Jean-Luc Picard

Actor

Water Warriors, The (2005) (filming) (voice) 

Racing Stripes (2005) (filming) (voice) .... Sir Trenton

Jonathan Frakes ....  Commander William Thomas Riker 

Director

Thunderbirds (2004) (post-production)
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Denise Crosby ....  Lieutenant Tasha Yar (1987-1988) 

Producer

Trekkies 2 (2004) (post-production) (executive producer)

Michael Dorn ....  Lt. (j.g.)/Lt. Worf 

Actor

Through the Moebius Strip (2004) (post-production) 

Walking on Water (2004) (post-production) .... Carl Bennett

Producer

Walking on Water (2004) (post-production) (associate producer) 

Marina Sirtis ....  Lt. Cmdr./Cmdr. Deanna Troi, Counselor 

Actor

Walking on Water (2004) (post-production) .... Sarah 

Spectres (2004) (completed) .... Laura Lee

Producer

Walking on Water (2004) (post-production) (associate producer) 

Spectres (2004) (completed) (associate producer) 

Brent Spiner ....  Lieutenant Commander Data 

Actor

Aviator, The (2004) (post-production) .... Robert Gross

Deep Space 9

Avery Brooks ....  Commander/Captain Benjamin Sisko 

Actor

“Ancient Evidence” (2003) TV Series .... Host 

Rene Auberjonois ....  Constable Odo 

Actor

Last Unicorn, The (2005) (pre-production) (voice) .... Captain
Cully and voice of the Skull 

Eulogy (2004) (completed) .... Parson

Nicole de Boer ....  Lt. Ezri Dax (1998-1999) (as Nicole
deBoer) 

Actor

“5 Days to Midnight” (2004) (mini) TV Series .... Chantal Hume

“Dead Zone, The” (2002) TV Series .... Sarah Bannerman

Colm Meaney ....  Chief Miles Edward O’Brien 

Actor

Nouvelle France (2004) (post-production) .... Benjamin Franklin

Layer Cake (2004) (post-production) 

“Murdoch Mysteries, The” (2004) TV Series .... Inspector
Brackeneid 

Armin Shimerman ....  Quark 

Actor

Works, The (2004) (completed) .... Gerald

Alexander Siddig ....  Dr. Julian Bashir 

Actor

Kingdom of Heaven (2005) (filming) .... Imad

Voyager

Roxann Dawson ....  Lt. B’Elanna Torres 

Actor

Jesus the Driver (2004) (post-production) 

Ethan Phillips ....  Neelix 

Actor

Chestnut: Hero of Central Park (2004) (filming) .... Marty

Robert Picardo ....  The Doctor 

Actor

2004: A Light Knight’s Odyssey (2004) (TV) (voice) .... Milton 

Enterprise

John Billingsley ....  Dr. Phlox 

Actor

Nickel Children, The (2004) (post-production) .... The Killer

Jolene Blalock ....  Subcommander T’Pol 

Actor

Slow Burn (2004) (post-production) 

Linda Park ....  Ensign Hoshi Sato 

Actor

Spectres (2004) (completed) .... Renee Hansen
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Star Trek New Voyages

By Dennis Evans

Recently I was made aware of a project called New Voyage’s.  I was
told it was an attempt to continue the original 5 year mission.  According
to there website, www.5yearmission.com, they have set about recasting
the parts made famous so long ago and putting together new episodes.

What follows is a copy of there F.A.Q from there website.

First off - a disclaimer.

This is a fan produced mini-series based upon the original Star Trek.
Star Trek is a registered trademark of Paramount Pictures. These
episodes were produced solely for our own enjoyment. NO MONEY is
being collected by the producers for their own use. This is STRICTLY a
non-profit venture of Cow Creek Films Corp.

How is the production getting paid for?

The production is being paid for out of pocket by the producers. Yes,
it’s expensive, but we’re fortunate to have many talented people donate
their time for a worthy cause and a once in a lifetime trip around the
galaxy!

Why Kirk, Spock and McCoy? Why not new characters set in
the same timeline??

Though we touch on this in others questions in the F.A.Q., we thought
a full explanation was in order. The producers feel that Kirk, Spock,
McCoy and the rest should be treated as “classic” characters, like Willy
Loman from Death of a Salesman, Gandalf from Lord of the Rings or
even Hamlet, Othello or Romeo. Many actors have and can play the
roles, each offering a different interpretation of said character. Though
the character is the same, the interpretation of the actor is what’s in
question. We feel that the crew of the Enterprise has more to teach us
about life and each other than has been explored to date. We also feel
the new actors can add to the legend in a believable and contemporary
way. Yes, some may have a problem separating Shatner from Kirk - all
we ask is that you give it a try and see whether Kirk and the crew still
have something to say.

What is the premise of the new show?

The new show will be the continuing voyages of Captain Kirk and the
crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise, NCC-1701 as seen in the 1966-69 televi-
sion series, “Star Trek”. The series was cancelled after its third season.
We are restarting the series as if it were in its fourth year.

Where does this show fall in the Star Trek timeline?

The first set of episodes would represent the 4th year of the original
five year mission. If demand is high, a second set of episodes would be
produced to represent the 5th and final year of the ships original pre-
movie voyages. The series finale would center on the events between

the end of the 5-year mission and The Motion Picture.

Who’s running this show?

The idea for creating a new series based on the original Star Trek, first
originated in 1997 with James Cawley. James worked with original
series and Next Generation costume designer, William Ware Theiss.
Over the years James has amassed a huge collection of set pieces, props
and costumes with one goal in mind: recreating the spirit of Trek. Jack
Marshall and James were introduced in April of 2003 while working on
another project together. Jack is best known as one of the “Phantom
Editors” whose re-mix of Star Wars: The Phantom Menace and Star Trek
V have met with wide acclaim on the internet and at screenings in sever-
al film festivals. Originally a child actor, Jack moved into production and
would eventually win a local Emmy Award for Directing/Producing. With
over 100 hours of televised shows under his belt, Jack brings a wealth of
experience to the table. In 2003, Jack was named one of the top ten
independent artists to watch by the D.I.Y. Reporter. But first and fore-
most, Jack is a fan. It was Star Trek that made him want to go into tel-
evision/film in the first place!

What is our goal overall?

Our goal is to produce a Star Trek mini-series that maintains Gene
Roddenberry’s philosophy and vision for the original 1960’s television
show. We believe in challenging people’s thoughts and enticing them to
action. We feel that Star Trek, and science fiction in general, is a great
vehicle for exploring the human condition. We plan to devote the series
to commenting on the current condition of life on Earth in the 21st cen-
tury.

What are our production goals?

We hope to make a trilogy of episodes for release in 2004..

What versions of the costumes/props/sets are being used?

The costumes, sets and props will be those seen in the original series
of Star Trek. Some of the props, sets and costumes will be updated to
reflect the changes planned for Star Trek Phase II, the cancelled new
series that would have featured the original cast in the late 1970’s.

What standing sets will be used?

All of the sets utilized in the original series are being re-created to
some degree including the addition of some new ones. The following
sets are being prepared: The Bridge, Turbolift, Transporter Room,
Sickbay, Crew’s Quarters, Ship’s corridors, the Captain’s Office and a
Swing Set which will be used as the Rec Room, Gym, Chapel, Admirals
office and whatever other needs would arise.

Who are the characters?

The cast will feature Captain Kirk, Mr. Spock, Dr. McCoy, Lieutenant
Uhura, Lieutenant Cmdr. “Scotty” Scott, Lieutenant DeSalle, Lieutenant
Chekov, Nurse Chapel, and Lieutenant Rand. You read that correctly.
Chekov has been promoted to Chief of Security and is now a Red Shirt.
Rand has returned from her stint at Starfleet Academy as a newly com-
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missioned Lieutenant. Sulu does not appear and for good reason which
will be revealed in an upcoming story. For the our show, Lt. DeSalle will
take the Helm. Additionally, Transporter Chief Kyle marks his return to
the Enterprise as well!

How will the characters be portrayed?

The original Star Trek characters are so well known that the task of
recasting the parts seems impossible. We are not casting people who
look or act like the original actors. What we don’t want is a parody – an
actor imitating William Shatner doing Kirk for example. We want actors
who will be able to remind us of our old friends, but bring to the charac-
ters a new life, a fresh interpretation, not a stale imitation. The cast we
are assembling are actors first – and a few have only now begun viewing
TOS episodes. But what they bring to the table is talent and vitality.
They will be believable as these characters and will be as effective as any
Trek cast thus far! In addition, the cast will be seen in a “21st Century”
light. Our crew has grown as they reach their 4th year together!

Any new Aliens or old foes?

It depends on the script. But we’re sure to see Klingons and
Romulans at least!

What about modern Trek aliens, like the Borg, Cardassians,
etc?

Since our series takes place BEFORE those species were discovered,
you won’t be seeing them here. If it wasn’t in the original series, or if
it’s not something new created for this show, it doesn’t exist. But about
the Borg . . .

Will Klingons look like movie Klingons or Original Series
Klingons?

Gene Roddenberry is quoted as saying that had it not been for budget-
ary constraints, the original series Klingons would have had the ridged
foreheads. For us, it’s a factor of time and money as well. Though you
see ridge heads in the pilot, they are only part of a hallucination about
the future. Any Klingons we have on the show “in real time” will be the
same you saw on The Original Series.

Will the special effects be updated?

The effects will be updated and on equal par with what is seen in cur-
rent Trek shows.

At this point they have created one episode called “Come What May.”
A mysterious alien encounters the crew, showing them glimpses of the
future as the Enterprise battles for her life. An original script, written by
series Director, Jack Marshall.

Of course being the fan I am I had to at least check it out so I down-
loaded it.  A brief warning it is quite large and does take a bit even with
a high speed connection. 

I was somewhat surprised at what I saw.  The production value was
higher than I expected.  Oh, don’t get me wrong this is well below what
you would expect from TV but considering what they are doing it doesn’t
look bad.  The Bridge set seems to be pretty faithful to the set seen on
Star Trek in the 60’s.  

The FX work seems to be pretty good and equal if not better to that
from Star Trek of that time.  It looks to be computer generated but they
are apparently using pretty good software.  Though it does have the feel
of the original Trek to it.  

The cast is one thing I had trouble with.  I am not sure it is them so
much as it is me trying to see others play the parts so familiar to me.  I
think though the actors seemed to young and didn’t always carry the
right tone.  

My biggest problem was the script.  At times it seemed a little too
familiar.  It seems they simply took dialog heard before and used it again
here.  I do think that if future productions get this worked out these
could be very enjoyable episodes to watch.

In the end I did find the episode enjoyable.  It runs approximately 40
minutes and at least my feeling it is it worth a look.

James T. Kirk
James Crawley

Spock 
Jeff Quinn

Leonard McCoy
John Kelley

Janice Rand
Meghan King Johnson

Christine Chapel
Shannon Quinlan

Uhura 
Julienne Irons

Montgomery Scott 
Jack Marshall

Vincent Desalle
Ron Boyd

Pavel Chekov
Jasen Tucker


